Allele separation facilitates interpretation of potential splicing alterations and genomic rearrangements.
Mutations that alter normal splice patterns and genomic rearrangements are common causes of hereditary diseases including hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer. However, abnormal transcripts can be difficult to detect and interpret because splicing patterns are often heterogeneous even in normal cells. Standard techniques including sequencing and Southern hybridization fail to detect some genomic rearrangements. We show here that separation of alleles in somatic cell hybrids, through "conversion" technology, considerably facilitates the interpretation of abnormal splicing patterns and the detection of genomic rearrangements. We detected novel mutations in MLH1 in each of four hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer patients. The genomic mutations were CAG>CAA predicting Q346Q; GAG>AAG predicting E102K; a>g at nucleotide 1559-2 at intron 13, and a tandem duplication involving exons 7-12. By separating the two alleles, we showed that one allele produced only abnormal transcript or no transcript whereas the other allele produced only normal transcript. These results allowed pathogenicity to be unambiguously assigned to the mutations and increased the sensitivity of genomic testing.